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Iran International Exhibition of
Admiralty and Maritime Industries

Seventeenth International Exhibition of marine and maritime IRAN IMEX 2015 was opened
on 22nd of December by the presence of Mr. Nematzadeh, Minister of Industry, Mine and
Trade and a group of naval officials and managers of state agencies. In the beginning of the
exhibition, the director of the exhibition gave an overview of the report of IRANIMEX 2015
and invited Mr. Nematzadeh to inaugurate the exhibition. Then with the help of the Holy
Quran and the Islamic Republic of Iran anthem, the Ministry of Industry, Mine and Trade
inaugurated the exhibition. After that, the director of the exhibition visited the stands.
During the time of the exhibition, the authorities and members of the maritime community
along with members of the public visited the exhibition.
Iranimex2015 unique international exhibition in the maritime industry
“More than 300 domestic and foreign companies or brands of Asian and European countries,
such as China, Turkey, the United Arabic Emirates, Norway, India and Singapore presented and
showcased their products and capabilities in an area of more than 7 thousand square meters.”
Said the secretary of the International Trade Fair for Marine and Maritime iranimex2015.After
the lifting of the sanctions, non-domestic companies showed a great interest in investments in
various fields. In this year`s exhibition, the number of participants and the level of Authorities
and experts visited the exhibition during 4 days was unique, and about 5,000 people visited
the exhibition.
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Peripheral activities in the exhibition
In order to familiarize people with maritime, the
following activities took place:
A) Drawing the country’s largest marine paintings and
coordinating public relations efforts by students of Kish
Free Zone
B) Photography competition
C) Visiting the destroyer boat
D) visiting Al Ghadir submarine, etc.

in addition, the following topics were considered in the exhibition in various stands.
- Photo pavilion from the seventieth conferences and exhibitions by the Association of Iranian
Offshore Engineering
- Kish native pavilion to gain familiarities with the local foods and culture.
- Stand of marine leisure and watersports
- Tourism and Cultural Heritage Organization pavilion that presented the most ancient
geographic map known as the Persian Gulf and provided the certificate of making wooden
Dhow as a national monument in UNESCO.
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MARINE INDUSTRY EXHIBITION IS MORE PRODUCTIVE THAN EVER WITH
A GOOD COMBINATION
Minister of Industry, Mine and Trade visited the marine industry exhibition of the manner in
which he expressed his satisfaction. “We should definitely develop the maritime industries and
there is no doubt that a 10-year strategic plan development has been defined. Furthermore, the
strategic development for the small, medium, large floats, offshore operations, maintenance
and other investments soon will be released and made available to the public.” Mohamad
Reza Nemat Zadeh said during his visit of the seventeenth exhibition. “Fortunately, offshore
industry is emerging and booming, and both the government and private sectors should work
with redoubled this effort to grow this industry.” He added.

Dr. Sattari: “State-owned companies means weakness.”
While visiting the exhibition Seventeenth IRANIMEX2015, the Science and Technology
Vice President considered the state-owned companies as a weakness and said the Science and
Technology Deputy of President supports the start-up companies especially in the field marine
industries.
“Vice President of Technology for Industrial Technology Development sea has formed a special
campaign, which has been working on the field of marine scientific discussions and support for a
year and half.” Sorna Sattari said. The Science and Technology Vice President added that we have
not worked enough in the field of science and technology and commercialization.
Deputy Department supports articles, theses and knowledge-based companies active in
supporting the Marine Industry. She added,
“Currently, one of the weaknesses of the country’s sea areas is due to the high cost of greater
state companies active in this area.” She added. Having referred to the support of the scientific
department of the knowledge-based companies, especially in the field of sea, she went on
saying that the active companies in the field of marine industry should be privatized, and we
also support them in this process.
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Navy relies on young people's knowledge to satisfy their needs
“Despite the pressure that has existed over the years, the offshore industry of the Islamic
Republic of Iran has been able meet its needs.” Admiral Habibollah Sayari Amir, on the
sidelines of the visit of the seventeenth Marine and Maritime Exhibition Kish, said.
Pointing to the high seas and international relations of Iran, he added that in order to show the
sovereignty of the Islamic Republic of Iran, we have gained many successes by relying on our
youth`s abilities.
“There are many companies that are present at the exhibition, whose focus are on our youth’s
knowledge. Today we have made colossal progress and we hope to see further development
n this section. “He reiterated.
He also mentioned that we never waited for the sanctions to be terminated, and we were ready
to make improvement.

With regard to the military capabilities in the maritime industry, we managed to reach what we
needed, and its sample can be observed in the exhibition, He continued.
“Today there is a very good relationship between universities and Navy and many projects
by utilizes the professors and students knowledge in the country.” The admiral of the Navy
mentioned the relations between universities and the navy and said.
The official also announced and noted the tide partnerships and cooperation with knowledgebased companies in the sections of bodies, ships, engines, missiles, radar and all needed
parts.
In this visit, Amir Admiral Rastegari, the Managing Director of Marine Department of
Defense, Amir Admiral Gholamzadeh, self-sufficiency Jihad commander Naja and a group
of Navy officials were present.
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Iran`s Maritime Exhibition has numerous positive achievements for the Islamic Republic
of Iran.
“The advent of our capabilities in the area of sea in the seventeenth marine industry exhibition
and exchange information and knowledge with the world’s companies will have positive
results for the Islamic Republic of Iran.” Admiral Fadavi, Commander of IRGC Navy
distinguished domestic and foreign corporate, gratified the exhibition and said. He visited the
Marine Industries Exhibition of Iran’s defense capabilities in the maritime industry on the last
day and pointed to the strength of our country`s defenses and said, Islamic Republic of Iran in
the years after the Islamic Revolution has been able to stand against its enemies powerfully.
Our enemies, especially America, can understand many capabilities of our system, such as
faith in God, divine intervention and the Iranian spiritual beliefs, he also added.
“Our enemies are concerned about our military defense and equipment. And, we have made
considerable progress in the field of military equipment. Since the revolution in Iran, all
vessels defense missiles and military equipment have beenproduced in the country and training
of defense forces has taken place in our country.” Admiral Fadavi pointed out
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The need to support National Iranian Tanker Company After the post-sanctions
The Minister of Industry, Mine and Trade, emphasizing the need to support the National Iranian
Tanker Company, calls for development of the company`s activities at the international level
and after the post sanctions. During his visit, He was welcomed by Mr. Akbar Safayi, the CEO
of Natonal Iranian Tanker Company.
In this visit, the Minister if Industry stated that the nationalization should not mean being
limited to the borders of the country. He also added that we hope after the sanctions are lifted,
we see an increase in the presence of oil international markets and provide shipping services to
other countries. He pointed to the role of National Iranian Tanker Company carries embargo of
oil exports in the country and said while some foreign companies have refused to enter, Iran's
National Oil Company was the leader, in the absence of the country's oil export companies.
Industry Minister also mentioned the ongoing efforts to resolve the issue of maritime students
training, called for more attention to the recruitment of marine organisms within the country.

Merchant fleet should still remain the country`s proud
“IRISL is the largest set of expertise and pride for our country, “Iranian Revolutionary Guards naval
commander said on visiting the booth shipping. Sardar Ali Fadavi, Iranian Revolutionary Guards
naval commander, announced this in the marine industry exhibi-tion and said: this specialized set
should continue to make the country. He emphasized that IRISL`s period of prosperity should play
its role well and I hope to see Iranian ships loading and unloading of large-scale effort and hard
work real soon. “IRISL has continued to develop within 27 years of Islamic Revolution and it will
continue its development to make the country prouder.” He noted.
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Merchant fleet should still remain the country`s proud
“IRISL is the largest set of expertise and pride for our country, “Iranian Revolutionary Guards naval
commander said on his visit from the National Iranian Tanker stand. Sardar Ali Fadavi, Iranian
Revolutionary Guards naval commander, said: this specialized set should continue to make the
country. He emphasized that IRISL`s period of prosperity should play its role well and I hope to
see Iranian ships loading and unloading of large-scale effort and hard work real soon. “IRISL has
continued to develop within 27 years of Islamic Revolution and it will continue its development to
make the country prouder.” He noted.

“We are waiting for the termination of the sanctions to communicate freely with the world’s
shipping lines and ports and ships of the national fleet and have access to all regions of the world.”
Dr. Mohammad Saeedi also noted
He continued: It makes the international level with fleets sees serious development. Doctor Saeedi noted
to the IRISL fleet capacity building and said Commercial fleet capacity based on market supply and
demand and by raising the number of vessels will continue for a property or rental. Chairman of the
Board and Managing Director of IRISL said that with the development of capacity, human resources,
especially to attract young people and educated will be one of our key priorities. He concluded by saying
that: Maritime university graduates have to reach a position where we can export to other countries
because our country is believed to have a strong and valuable talents in the field.
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Admiral Rastegari: Management Maturity requires strategic thinking and a systematic
approach.
Admiral Amir Rastegari, mentioning the respective
organizations in the marine industry and maritime Kish
International Exhibition, said that the first organization
that faced with the sanctions was the army of Iran, so
we need maturity management with strategic thinking
and system approach. The Head of the Maritime
Department of Defense and Armed Forces Logistics
also pointed out that Iran is one of the few producing
countries that is able to produce fast military vessels.
He also stated that military vessels have an area of
high complexity and capabilities and in the field of surface ships, subsurface and surface we have
very good products that can be equal to the international quality.
the products we have brought to the exhibition are commercial and all kinds cart, search and rescue
vessels and related systems have set the floating display and Naval Defense Industries Organization
s able to design military, non-military vessels, he continued.

A huge potential in the development of our oil projects, especially in the Persian Gulf
Dr. Manouchehr, the CEO of Iranian Offshore, referring
to the high potential of development of marine activities
in the country and emphasizing that we are still in its
infancy, he believed that we have a great potential for
the development of our oil projects, especially in the
Persian Gulf there are abundant fields, some of which
have been explored and developed. On the other hand,
there are some fields that have not been discovered and
developed yet. Many will be discovered in the future
and will come into operation, and they will lead to economic growth and job creation. He added
that our contribution depends on our capability and ability, and fortunately Iranian companies
and offshore installations as a leading company in the past were able to operate under sanctions.
Today they can still act like competent partners in the drilling and offshore projects even for large
international companies.
Another scene of active participation co-founded in the maritime exhibition and industry is the
Space with an area of 108 square meters in the Investment Company and its subsidiary companies
introducing co-pays activities.
The company’s presence in the Seventeenth International Exhibition of Admiralty and Maritime
Industries is to identify and represent opportunities for domestic and foreign investment, as well as
to provide capabilities and latest achievements related industries, marine systems and port facilities
of the Islamic Republic. Iran. According to Public Relations offshore installations,
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Soren Lemke, SMM Exhibition Project Manager, said to the Marine News agency that
Iran`s market is an untapped, appropriate and progressive.
He also explained how he learned about the Iran Offshore
Industries Exhibition. He was a responsible in SFM
exhibition and in order to develop their scope of work, they
decided to work with Iran. “We saw Iran`s market proper
and untapped, and this was the main reason we decided to
call maritime exhibition holders in Iran” he added.
When asked to talk about the objectives and goals of
SMM in Iran, he replied that their main objective in
this exhibition is to notify the exhibition organizers
and companies about the necessary cooperation. After that, they will be able to bring and invite
some companies to Iran`s maritime exhibition.

Doctor Zolfagharpour: Scent of a recovery comes in the next marine industry
Iran`s maritime exhibition is a ready market and, given
the current government view, I hope to see a boom and
upward trend in the maritime industry in Iran.
Dr. Zolfagharpour lives in Netherland, and he was the
one who helped and guided a number of companies
such as Holland Shipyard, the manufacturer of
ships, tugs and services, and several other German
and Dutch companies to take part in the exhibition
in Iran.

According to him, the purpose of activates is to localize Netherland`s IT facilities.
As the manager of RTH Company, about the presence of the foreign companies he said that in
addition to the several offshore companies, he has invited two sets of exhibition holders from
Germany and Netherland to Iran maritime exhibition. Mr. Zolfagharpuor added that these two
companies are the organizers of maritime exhibitions in Europe. In the exhibitions held by the two
sets next year, Iran’s naval industry is dedicated some space, which can be in turn useful for the
development of the maritime industry in Iran. He believed that the condition of maritime industry
in terms of post-sanctions will make Iran’s market an opportunity for advancement. Plus, based on
the view of the current government on this industry, we will soon witness an upward trend in the
industry. He mentioned the God-given resources in the Persian Gulf and suggested Iranians use
such wealth to develop the country.
Finally, he said in comparison with the last year`s exhibition, this year`s has grown and improved
dramatically.
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The strong presence of foreign companies in the exhibition IRANIMEX 2015
Shipbuilding companies such as Nevsky and verf laky from Russia on behalf of UL holding
attended the exhibition. We asked Mr. Kundruk Oleg about his assessment of the potentials existing
in maritime industry Exhibition in Iran. The exhibition is warmly welcomed here and we never
thought this kind of exhibition in the field of maritime industry would take place in Iran. We hope
to continue to be present in the exhibition.
Regarding the Nevsky Company, he said that Russia’s Nevsky shipbuilding and sea activities are in
various fields, including the construction of cargo ships, tankers, warships, trailers, marine barges,
ships rescue, along with the repair and reconstruction of vessels. In this holding, if any company
needs our, we can offer them because we are in a cycle of shipbuilding and marine lines.
Another foreign participant in the exhibition was Eddy Tug from Holand Shipyards. Mr. Marco
was the representative of the company and about exhibition he believed that’ sea exhibition held in
Iran is very broad. Due to the potential of exhibitions in Iran, it should be much broader. It seems
that about ten percent of the companies operating in this area are present in the exhibition.
Tuzla Shipyard Company was also another Company that attended the exhibition. However, this
Company had already experienced cooperating with Iran n some research projects. They evaluated
the exhibition and said it has got its strengths and weaknesses. At the end, they said they believe
next years the weak points will have been removed.
Other sets of companies attending the exhibition was The Bag T Safe Company from Turkey along
with its Iranian counterpart. The company also thanked the exhibition in Iran expressed satisfaction
with the extent of their activities with Iran.
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